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GOOD MORNING, BEAUTIFUL BUSINESS
THE UNEXPECTED JOURNEY OF AN ACTIVIST ENTREPRENEUR AND LOCAL-ECONOMY PIONEER
Chelsea Green Publishing It's not often that someone stumbles into entrepreneurship and ends up reviving a community
and starting a national economic-reform movement. But that's what happened when, in 1983, Judy Wicks founded the
White Dog Café on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of her house on a row of Victorian brownstones in West Philadelphia. After helping to
save her block from demolition, Judy grew what began as a tiny muﬃn shop into a 200-seat restaurant-one of the ﬁrst
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to feature local, organic, and humane food. The restaurant blossomed into a regional hub for community, and a
national powerhouse for modeling socially responsible business. Good Morning, Beautiful Business is a memoir about
the evolution of an entrepreneur who would not only change her neighborhood, but would also change her worldhelping communities far and wide create local living economies that value people and place as much as commerce and
that make communities not just interesting and diverse and prosperous, but also resilient. Wicks recounts a girlhood
coming of age in the sixties, a stint working in an Alaska Eskimo village in the seventies, her experience cofounding
the ﬁrst Free People store, her accidental entry into the world of restauranteering, the emergence of the celebrated
White Dog Café, and her eventual role as an international leader and speaker in the local-living-economies movement.
Her memoir traces the roots of her career - exploring what it takes to marry social change and commerce, and do
business diﬀerently. Passionate, fun, and inspirational, Good Morning, Beautiful Business explores the way women,
and men, can follow both mind and heart, do what's right, and do well by doing good.

UNLOCKING GREATNESS
THE UNEXPECTED JOURNEY FROM THE LIFE YOU HAVE TO THE LIFE YOU WANT
Rodale Books A guide to successfully getting the life you want by changing your perspective and discovering your ideal
self. More often than not, our own mental obstacles are holding us back from the joy, fulﬁllment, and meaning that we
all crave, but by retooling our perspectives, we gain the ability to see the path toward the life we truly desire. Charlie
Harary, business executive, professor, speaker, and radio host, combines the wisdom of science, spirituality, and
personal growth in practical and understandable terms so you can take the life you have and make it the life you want.
Everyone has the extraordinary capacity to transform their life. And it’s easier to do than you might think—in order to
get what you want, to achieve that sense of greater life satisfaction, all you need to do is learn how to best use the
resources you already have. Based on the latest research into the brain’s neuroplasticity, analysis of ancient wisdom,
and exploration of the practices of today’s greatest achievers, Harary oﬀers guidance and inspiration so you can break
through the clutter and confusion of your life and ﬁnd your true purpose.

ONE HUNDRED DAYS
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MY UNEXPECTED JOURNEY FROM DOCTOR TO PATIENT
Vintage It is a situation we all fear and none of us can imagine: a life-threatening diagnosis. But what if the person
receiving the diagnosis--young, physically ﬁt, poised for a bright future--is himself a doctor? At thirty-one David biro
has just completed his residency and joined his father's successful dermatology practice. Struck with a rare blood
disease that eventually necessitates a bone marrow transplant, Biro relates with honesty and courage the story of his
most transforming journey. He is forthright about the advantages that his status as a physician may have aﬀorded
him; and yet no such advantage can protect him from the anxiety and doubt brought on by his debilitating therapies.
The pressures that Biro's wild "one hundred days" brings to bear on his heretofore well-established identity as a
caregiver are enormous--as is the power of this riveting story of survival.

THE DOG WHO LOVED
LENORE, THE PUPPY WHO RESCUED ME
Random House As Izzy settles down to life on Bedlam Farm, Jon is amazed that all signs of the troubled rescue dog who
ﬁrst arrived have disappeared. More than this, the Border collie demonstrates an uncanny sensitivity to, and
tenderness towards, humans who are troubled or ill. Izzy's unusual gift leads Jon oﬀ the farm and into new,
extraordinary friendships, as they together begin volunteer hospice work. Izzy shows Jon what dogs can do for people
at our most desperate times. But the work isn't easy, and Jon is reminded that at times he is needy himself. Enter
Lenore, a glossy jet-black Labrador retriever puppy, whose seemingly boundless capacity for love reminds Katz why
he'd come to the farm in the ﬁrst place - and why he'd devoted so much of his life to working with dogs. The Dog who
Loved is a moving and inspiring story of love, compassion, and the incredibly rich and complex relationships between
dogs and humans. Please note, The Dog who Loved is the UK title for the book published in the US as Izzy and Lenore.

MR. LUCKY
MY UNEXPECTED JOURNEY TO SUCCESS
Bookbaby How would you describe losing your house to a ﬁre? Being held up at gunpoint? Falling oﬀ the roof face-ﬁrst?
You probably wouldn't choose the word lucky. But Mr. Lucky does--and after reading about his life experiences both
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challenging and rewarding, you will too. Whether you're just starting your career, launching your own business, or
seeking greater satisfaction in your everyday life, Mr. Lucky: My Unexpected Journey to Success presents a perspective
that will help you become more prosperous and feel more joyful. Mitchell Epstein demonstrates that you don't have to
be the smartest person in the room to succeed in the business world. His unique viewpoint enabled him to take "the
stupidest idea" one co-worker had ever heard and build the foundation for a business that was so successful it allowed
him to retire at age 47.

PERFECT TUNES
Simon and Schuster “An intoxicating blend of music, love, and family from one of the essential writers of the internet
generation” (Stephanie Danler). Have you ever wondered what your mother was like before she became your mother,
and what she gave up in order to have you? It’s the early days of the new millennium, and Laura has arrived in New
York City’s East Village in the hopes of recording her ﬁrst album. A songwriter with a one-of-a-kind talent, she’s just
beginning to book gigs with her beautiful best friend when she falls hard for a troubled but magnetic musician whose
star is on the rise. Their time together is stormy and short-lived—but will reverberate for the rest of Laura’s life.
Fifteen years later, Laura’s teenage daughter, Marie, is asking questions about her father, questions that Laura does
not want to answer. Laura has built a stable life in Brooklyn that bears little resemblance to the one she envisioned
when she left Ohio all those years ago, and she’s taken pains to close the door on what was and what might have been.
But neither her best friend, now a famous musician who relies on Laura’s songwriting skills, nor her depressed and
searching daughter will let her give up on her dreams. “A zippy and profound story of love, loss, heredity, and parenthood (Emma Straub), Perfect Tunes explores the fault lines in our most important relationships, and asks whether
dreams deferred can ever be reclaimed. It is a delightful and poignant tale of music and motherhood, ambition and
compromise—of life, in all its dissonance and harmony.

GOOD MORNING, MIDNIGHT
A NOVEL
Random House Trade Paperbacks “A remarkable and gifted debut novel” (Colson Whitehead) about two outsiders—a
lonely scientist in the Arctic and an astronaut trying to return to Earth—as they grapple with love, regret, and survival
in a world transformed. THE INSPIRATION FOR THE NETFLIX ORIGINAL FILM THE MIDNIGHT SKY, DIRECTED BY AND
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STARRING GEORGE CLOONEY Augustine, a brilliant, aging astronomer, is consumed by the stars. For years he has lived
in remote outposts, studying the sky for evidence of how the universe began. At his latest posting, in a research center
in the Arctic, news of a catastrophic event arrives. The scientists are forced to evacuate, but Augustine stubbornly
refuses to abandon his work. Shortly after the others have gone, Augustine discovers a mysterious child, Iris, and
realizes that the airwaves have gone silent. They are alone. At the same time, Mission Specialist Sullivan is aboard the
Aether on its return ﬂight from Jupiter. The astronauts are the ﬁrst human beings to delve this deep into space, and
Sully has made peace with the sacriﬁces required of her: a daughter left behind, a marriage ended. So far the journey
has been a success. But when Mission Control falls inexplicably silent, Sully and her crewmates are forced to wonder if
they will ever get home. As Augustine and Sully each face an uncertain future against forbidding yet beautiful
landscapes, their stories gradually intertwine in a profound and unexpected conclusion. In crystalline prose, Good
Morning, Midnight poses the most important questions: What endures at the end of the world? How do we make sense
of our lives? Lily Brooks-Dalton’s captivating debut is a meditation on the power of love and the bravery of the human
heart. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY SHELF AWARENESS AND THE CHICAGO REVIEW OF BOOKS
“Stunningly gorgeous . . . The book contemplates the biggest questions—What is left at the end of the world? What is
the impact of a life’s work?”—Portland Mercury “A beautifully written, sparse post-apocalyptic novel that explores
memory, loss and identity . . . Fans of Emily St. John Mandel’s Station Eleven and Kim Stanley Robinson’s Aurora will
appreciate the Brooks-Dalton’s exquisite exploration of relationships in extreme environments.”—The Washington Post

BEHIND THE CLUTTER
TRUTH. LOVE. MEANING. PURPOSE.
Morgan James Publishing You are already a masterpiece Have you ever wanted to know the secret to creating a life you
love? How do you discern whats really standing in your way of becoming all you were born to be? In Behind the Clutter,
June Saruwatari opens her home and her heart to reveal the transformative decluttering approach that has kept her in
demand as a lifestyle, business & relationship coach, and professional organizer to investment bankers, attorneys,
judges, artists, politicians, writers, rabbis, university professors, doctors, mothers, children, Hollywood producers, and
celebrities. The key to your best life is to master the spaces of your body, mind, soul, and heart, and let go of the
clutter within and without. In this part spiritual memoir, part self-help book, June vulnerably and relentlessly examines
her own internal and external stuﬀ through her unique fourfold lens of TruthLoveMeaningPurpose: TRUTH: What is the
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truth of my current situation? LOVE: Do I absolutely love this? MEANING: What is the meaning of this for me? PURPOSE:
What purpose does this serve in my life? With fearlessness, vulnerability, and childlike enthusiasm, June digs deep to
uncover the thoughts, feelings, memories, and beliefs that lay behind the clutter and shares eﬀective strategies to
identify both internal and external clutter, let it go, and create space for miracles. As you go behind the clutter with
June as your guide, youll discover that you are your own best expert at designing your life, learn to apply your own
TruthLoveMeaningPurpose to all the stuﬀ of life, and uncover the masterpiece of yourself thats been there all along.,

BLACK, WHITE, AND THE GREY
THE STORY OF AN UNEXPECTED FRIENDSHIP AND A BELOVED RESTAURANT
Lorena Jones Books A story about the trials and triumphs of a Black chef from Queens, New York, and a White media
entrepreneur from Staten Island who built a relationship and a restaurant in the Deep South, hoping to bridge biases
and get people talking about race, gender, class, and culture. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
GARDEN & GUN • “Black, White, and The Grey blew me away.”—David Chang In this dual memoir, Mashama Bailey and
John O. Morisano take turns telling how they went from tentative business partners to dear friends while turning a
dilapidated formerly segregated Greyhound bus station into The Grey, now one of the most celebrated restaurants in
the country. Recounting the trying process of building their restaurant business, they examine their most painful and
joyous times, revealing how they came to understand their diﬀerences, recognize their biases, and continuously
challenge themselves and each other to be better. Through it all, Bailey and Morisano display the uncommon
vulnerability, humor, and humanity that anchor their relationship, showing how two citizens commit to playing their
own small part in advancing equality against a backdrop of racism.

WHO IS CARTER?
AN UNEXPECTED JOURNEY OF TRAGEDY AND MIRACLES
On July 30, 2010, Matt and Emily were blessed with the birth of a healthy baby boy, Carter Matthew Abbott. Just six
days later, Matt and Emily were faced with the decision to either take Carter oﬀ of life support or continue down a path
with little to no hope of a life or future for their newborn son. Who Is Carter? is the true story of how the Abbotts
embraced possibilities over limitations, and discovered how the Anat Baniel Method oﬀered those possibilities of hope
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and healing. In Carter's short lifetime, he inﬂuenced everyone around him, leading not only his parents but his entire
extended network of family and friends to reexamine their own personal struggles. Beautiful and inspiring, this book
reveals how the Abbott Family's tragedy transformed into a miracle beyond imagination. The book marks the start of a
new journey Matt and Emily are taking to empower people who are facing their own tragedies. They founded the Who
Is Carter Foundation to encourage hope and belief through creating possibilities and taking action.

THE UNEXPECTED JOURNEY OF CARING
THE TRANSFORMATION FROM LOVED ONE TO CAREGIVER
Rowman & Littleﬁeld The Unexpected Journey of Caring is a practical guide to ﬁnding personal meaning in the 21st
century care experience. Readers are invited to actively reclaim and remake how they think of themselves, their care
situation, and their capacities to provide care for their loved one and themselves.

SHOE DOG
A MEMOIR BY THE CREATOR OF NIKE
Simon and Schuster In this instant and tenacious New York Times bestseller, Nike founder and board chairman Phil
Knight “oﬀers a rare and revealing look at the notoriously media-shy man behind the swoosh” (Booklist, starred
review), illuminating his company’s early days as an intrepid start-up and its evolution into one of the world’s most
iconic, game-changing, and proﬁtable brands. Bill Gates named Shoe Dog one of his ﬁve favorite books of 2016 and
called it “an amazing tale, a refreshingly honest reminder of what the path to business success really looks like. It’s a
messy, perilous, and chaotic journey, riddled with mistakes, endless struggles, and sacriﬁce. Phil Knight opens up in
ways few CEOs are willing to do.” Fresh out of business school, Phil Knight borrowed ﬁfty dollars from his father and
launched a company with one simple mission: import high-quality, low-cost running shoes from Japan. Selling the
shoes from the trunk of his car in 1963, Knight grossed eight thousand dollars that ﬁrst year. Today, Nike’s annual
sales top $30 billion. In this age of start-ups, Knight’s Nike is the gold standard, and its swoosh is one of the few icons
instantly recognized in every corner of the world. But Knight, the man behind the swoosh, has always been a mystery.
In Shoe Dog, he tells his story at last. At twenty-four, Knight decides that rather than work for a big corporation, he
will create something all his own, new, dynamic, diﬀerent. He details the many risks he encountered, the crushing
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setbacks, the ruthless competitors and hostile bankers—as well as his many thrilling triumphs. Above all, he recalls the
relationships that formed the heart and soul of Nike, with his former track coach, the irascible and charismatic Bill
Bowerman, and with his ﬁrst employees, a ragtag group of misﬁts and savants who quickly became a band of swooshcrazed brothers. Together, harnessing the electrifying power of a bold vision and a shared belief in the transformative
power of sports, they created a brand—and a culture—that changed everything.

SO YOU DON'T WANT TO GO TO CHURCH ANYMORE
AN UNEXPECTED JOURNEY
Windblown Media Jake Colsen, an overworked and disillusioned pastor, happens into a stranger who bears an uncanny
resemblance (in manner) to the apostle John. A number of encounters with John as well as a family crisis lead Jake to a
new understanding of what his life should be like: one ﬁlled with faith bolstered by a steady, close relationship with
the God of the universe. Facing his own disappointment with Christianity, Jake must forsake the habits that have made
his faith rote and rediscover the love that captured his heart when he ﬁrst believed. Compelling and intensely
personal, SO YOU DON'T WANT TO GO TO CHURCH ANYMORE relates a man's rebirth from performance-based
Christianity to a loving friendship with Christ that aﬀects all he does, thinks, and says. As John tells Jake, "There is
nothing the Father desires for you more than that you fall squarely in the lap of his love and never move from that
place for the rest of your life."

HEAVEN IS A BREATH AWAY
AN UNEXPECTED JOURNEY TO HEAVEN AND BACK
Morgan James Publishing The multi-car pileup on a snowy highway should have ended in death. Instead, it changed
Valerie Pater's life forever.

SHADOW LESSONS
THE UNEXPECTED JOURNEY OF AN INNER CITY ART TEACHER
Wipf and Stock Publishers Imagine waking up one morning at age ﬁfty. You're a noted, published artist whose work hangs
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all over the world. Then imagine ﬁnding yourself standing in front of thirty-ﬁve at-risk African American high school
students in an inner-city classroom in one of the most diﬃcult high schools in the country. It's your job to teach them,
and you've never taught a day in your life. This is the story of an artist who did just that. It is a moving story of a
middle-aged white artist who dared to venture into the inner city of Savannah, Georgia, and attempt to teach in one of
the ﬁrst all-black high schools for children of freed slaves in America. Yet Shadow Lessons is not another teacher saves
the day book. It is a story of beauty and ugliness, life and death, joy and sorrow, laughter and despair. Shadow
Lessons takes us beyond the classroom on a compelling journey of compassion, healing, and transformation.

BETTER
HOW I LET GO OF CONTROL, HELD ON TO HOPE, AND FOUND JOY IN MY DARKEST HOUR
In this very personal book, Good Morning America anchor Amy Robach retraces the twelve months following her breast
cancer diagnosis in October 2013. From her on-air mammogram onGMA to her treatment and its impact on her work
life, her family, and her marriage, Robach takes readers on an emotional journey of resilience, bravery, and hope.

MISCONCEPTIONS
TRUTH, LIES, AND THE UNEXPECTED ON THE JOURNEY TO MOTHERHOOD
Anchor In Misconceptions, bestselling author Naomi Wolf she demythologizes motherhood and reveals the dangers of
common assumptions about childbirth. With uncompromising honesty she describes how hormones eroded her sense
of independence, ultrasounds tested her commitment to abortion rights, and the keepers of the OB/GYN establishment
lacked compassion. The weeks after her ﬁrst daughter’s birth taught her how society, employers, and even husbands
can manipulate new mothers. She had bewildering post partum depression, but learned that a surprisingly high
percentage of women experience it. Wolf’s courageous willingness to talk about the unexpected diﬃculties of
childbirth will help every woman become a more knowledgeable planner of her pregnancy and better prepare her for
the challenges of balancing a career, freedom, and a growing family. Invaluable in its advice to parents,
Misconceptions speaks to anyone connected–personally, medically, or professionally–to a new mother.
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HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE PEOPLE
DigiCat "How to Win Friends and Inﬂuence People" is one of the ﬁrst best-selling self-help books ever published. It can
enable you to make friends quickly and easily, help you to win people to your way of thinking, increase your inﬂuence,
your prestige, your ability to get things done, as well as enable you to win new clients, new customers._x000D_ Twelve
Things This Book Will Do For You:_x000D_ Get you out of a mental rut, give you new thoughts, new visions, new
ambitions._x000D_ Enable you to make friends quickly and easily._x000D_ Increase your popularity._x000D_ Help you to
win people to your way of thinking._x000D_ Increase your inﬂuence, your prestige, your ability to get things
done._x000D_ Enable you to win new clients, new customers._x000D_ Increase your earning power._x000D_ Make you a
better salesman, a better executive._x000D_ Help you to handle complaints, avoid arguments, keep your human
contacts smooth and pleasant._x000D_ Make you a better speaker, a more entertaining conversationalist._x000D_ Make
the principles of psychology easy for you to apply in your daily contacts._x000D_ Help you to arouse enthusiasm among
your associates._x000D_ Dale Carnegie (1888-1955) was an American writer and lecturer and the developer of famous
courses in self-improvement, salesmanship, corporate training, public speaking, and interpersonal skills. Born into
poverty on a farm in Missouri, he was the author of How to Win Friends and Inﬂuence People (1936), a massive
bestseller that remains popular today._x000D_

LET THEM LEAD
UNEXPECTED LESSONS IN LEADERSHIP FROM AMERICA'S WORST HIGH SCHOOL HOCKEY TEAM
HarperCollins An uplifting leadership book about a coach who helped transform the nation’s worst high school hockey
team into one of the best. Bacon’s strategy is straightforward: set high expectations, make them accountable to each
other, and inspire them all to lead their team. When John U. Bacon played for the Ann Arbor Huron High School River
Rats, he never scored a goal. Yet somehow, years later he found himself leading his alma mater’s downtrodden
program. How bad? The team hadn’t won a game in over a year, making them the nation’s worst squad—a fact they
celebrated. With almost everyone expecting more failure, Bacon made it special to play for Huron by making it hard,
which inspired the players to excel. Then he deﬁed conventional wisdom again by putting the players in charge of team
discipline, goal-setting, and even decision-making – and it worked. In just three seasons the River Rats bypassed 95percent of the nation’s teams. A true story ﬁlled with unforgettable characters, stories, and lessons that apply to
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organizations everywhere, Let Them Lead includes the leader’s mistakes and the reactions of the players, who have
since achieved great success as leaders themselves. Let Them Lead is a fast-paced, feel-good book that leaders of all
kinds can embrace to motivate their teams to work harder, work together, and take responsibility for their own
success.

WINTER GARDEN
A NOVEL
Macmillan Can a woman ever really know herself if she doesn't know her mother? From the author of the smash-hit
bestseller Fireﬂy Lane and True Colors comes Kristin Hannah's powerful, heartbreaking novel that illuminates the
intricate mother-daughter bond and explores the enduring links between the present and the past Meredith and Nina
Whitson are as diﬀerent as sisters can be. One stayed at home to raise her children and manage the family apple
orchard; the other followed a dream and traveled the world to become a famous photojournalist. But when their
beloved father falls ill, Meredith and Nina ﬁnd themselves together again, standing alongside their cold, disapproving
mother, Anya, who even now, oﬀers no comfort to her daughters. As children, the only connection between them was
the Russian fairy tale Anya sometimes told the girls at night. On his deathbed, their father extracts a promise from the
women in his life: the fairy tale will be told one last time—and all the way to the end. Thus begins an unexpected
journey into the truth of Anya's life in war-torn Leningrad, more than ﬁve decades ago. Alternating between the past
and present, Meredith and Nina will ﬁnally hear the singular, harrowing story of their mother's life, and what they
learn is a secret so terrible and terrifying that it will shake the very foundation of their family and change who they
believe they are.

THIS TIME NEXT YEAR
Penguin INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK Their lives began
together, but their worlds couldn't be more diﬀerent. After thirty years of missed connections, they're about to meet
again... Minnie Cooper knows two things with certainty: that her New Year's birthday is unlucky, and that it's all
because of Quinn Hamilton, a man she's never met. Their mothers gave birth to them at the same hospital just after
midnight on New Year's Day, but Quinn was given the cash prize for being the ﬁrst baby born in London in 1990--and
the name Minnie was meant to have, as well. With luck like that, it's no wonder each of her birthdays has been more of
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a disaster than the one before. When Minnie unexpectedly runs into Quinn at a New Year's party on their mutual
thirtieth birthday, she sees only more evidence that fortune has continued to favor him. The gorgeous, charming
business owner truly seems to have it all--while Minnie's on the brink of losing her pie-making company and her home.
But if Quinn and Minnie are from diﬀerent worlds, why do they keep bumping into each other? And why is it that each
fraught encounter leaves them both wanting more? A moving, joyful love story, This Time Next Year explores the way
fate leads us to the people we least expect--no matter what the odds.

100 SIDE HUSTLES
UNEXPECTED IDEAS FOR MAKING EXTRA MONEY WITHOUT QUITTING YOUR DAY JOB
Ten Speed Press Best-selling author Chris Guillebeau presents a full-color ideabook featuring 100 stories of regular
people launching successful side businesses that almost anyone can do. This unique guide features the startup stories
of regular people launching side businesses that almost anyone can do: an urban tour guide, an artist inspired by
maps, a travel site founder, an ice pop maker, a confetti photographer, a group of friends who sell hammocks to
support local economies, and many more. In 100 Side Hustles, best-selling author of The $100 Startup Chris Guillebeau
presents a colorful "idea book" ﬁlled with inspiration for your next big idea. Distilled from Guillebeau's popular Side
Hustle School podcast, these case studies feature teachers, artists, coders, and even entire families who've found
ways to create new sources of income. With insights, takeaways, and photography that reveals the human element
behind the hustles, this playbook covers every important step of launching a side hustle, from identifying underserved
markets to crafting unique products and services that spring from your passions. Soon you'll ﬁnd yourself joining the
ranks of these innovative entrepreneurs--making money on the side while living your best life.

A YEAR IN PROVENCE
Vintage NATIONAL BESTSELLER • In this witty and warm-hearted account, Peter Mayle tells what it is like to realize a
long-cherished dream and actually move into a 200-year-old stone farmhouse in the remote country of the Lubéron
with his wife and two large dogs. He endures January's frosty mistral as it comes howling down the Rhône Valley,
discovers the secrets of goat racing through the middle of town, and delights in the glorious regional cuisine. A Year in
Provence transports us into all the earthy pleasures of Provençal life and lets us live vicariously at a tempo governed
by seasons, not by days.
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EL DORADO - BOOK 1 - SEARCH FOR THE LOST CITY
AN UNEXPECTED ADVENTURE
One of the world's most legendary and elusive treasures, sought after for centuries. . . An ancient mystery.A Lost
Treasure.A Hidden City.An impossible location.An unimaginable adventure. Included in Aztec and Mayan legends,
Conquistadors had heard rumors of its existence when exploring the New World, but never found it. During World War
2, Nazi inspired archaeologists were convinced they had pinpointed its location. They packed a U-Boat with supplies
and set a course for the Amazon Jungle. They disappeared!Many adventurers eager to claim the legendary gold as their
own entered one of the most inhospitable places on earth, the Amazon Jungle. Most were never seen again!And yet the
exact location of El Dorado and its fantastic hoard of Mayan, Aztec and Inca treasure so many have dreamed of ﬁnding,
remains a mystery. Any who may have stumbled upon it never returned to tell the tale. It was as if someone, or
something, was protecting it... In 1925, Victorian explorer Colonel Percy Fawcett enters the Amazon Jungle to search
for a Lost City. Like so many before him, he was never seen or heard from again. Until now!When a message from the
past is discovered washed up on an English beach, it reveals new information about the ill-fated 1925 expedition. A
modern day expedition sets oﬀ to follow in the footsteps of Colonel Fawcett in an attempt to locate the Lost City and
its legendary hoard of priceless treasure. El Dorado Book 1 & 2 will take on a journey ﬁlled with danger to seek out and
enter the fabled Lost City. A thrilling story of adventure and discovery that weaves together an exciting blend of fact
and ﬁction linked to the legends surrounding El Dorado, the lost Fawcett expedition and the mysterious Amazonian
Jungle. Rumored to be guarded by remote, mist-veiled mountains, the fabulous treasure hoard was hidden from the
greedy clutches of Spanish conquistadors somewhere deep inside the unforgiving and mysterious Amazon jungle. As
far as anyone knows, it is still there. Waiting to be discovered by those brave or foolhardy enough, to try their luck.
Reviews "This is a terriﬁc two book series set within the atmospherically described Amazon jungle. I could easily
imagine myself tagging along with the adventurers." "If you like reading Clive Cussler, Matthew Reilly, James Rollins or
Michael Crichton, you will enjoy this action adventure from Ben Hammott." " Has all the ingredients for an instant
success: great plot, interesting characters, a large dose of mystery, impressive locations , unexpected twists and
discoveries, deception and betrayal and even a touch of romance and a spattering of humor. This story will keep you
entertained from beginning to end. Recommended for the permanent library of all action adventure readers." "The
Mysterious and Dangerous Amazon Jungle, Subterranean Rooms, Tunnels, Pyramids, Ancient Aliens, Nazis, Traps,
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Thrilling Escapes, Chases, Strange Creatures, Dangerous Enemies, a Lost City and Great Characters, are just a few
ingredients that make this exciting adventure thriller a must read for fans of this genre." (NY.Post.book.reviews)
"From bestselling author Ben Hammott this action packed adventure takes you into the Amazon Jungle to follow in the
footsteps of lost Victorian Explorer, Colonel Percy Fawcett. What we have here, in part, is an excellent dramatization of
what may have happened to Fawcett and what he may have discovered in the unexplored regions of the Amazon. The
well written plot is seldom predictable and some of the characters you think are safe, and will be alive by the time the
book reaches its climax, are not. Sights and sounds of the Amazon are described well and help to set the atmospheric
tone the explorers travel through. A thoroughly enjoyable adventure."An exciting archaeological mystery thriller with
ﬂashbacks to Colonel Fawcett's 1925 Expedition.

THE MASTER PRINTER
SUNSHINE GIRL
AN UNEXPECTED LIFE
"Known for her outstanding performances on The Good Wife and ER, Julianna Margulies now unleashes her sharp talent
with a powerful debut memoir chronicling her life and her work, examining from within, her journey from chaos to
calm. "When an actor is on a long running television show, especially when the writing is superb as was the case with
The Good Wife, the character becomes a second skin; they grow as you grow, they change as you change. Being an
actress gives me the luxury of discovering myself. All the feelings that came up from playing Alicia allowed me to look
back at my life and tap into my own vulnerability. My personal fear of the unknown reared its ugly head as I studied
this character, most likely stemming from the ever-present unpredictability of my childhood." - From the Introduction
An apple-cheeked bubbly child, Julianna Margulies was bestowed the nickname "Sunshine Girl" by her mother at an
early age. Raised between two divorced parents, often on diﬀerent continents, Julianna quickly learned how to be of
value to her eccentric mother and her absent father. Raised in fairly unconventional ways in various homes in Paris,
England, New York, and New Hampshire, Julianna's role among the turmoil and uncertainty that her parents generated,
was to comfort those around her, ﬁnd organization among the disorder, and eventually make her way in the world as a
young adult and eventually an Award-winning actress. Along the way, there were failed romances, diﬃcult choices,
and overwhelming rejections. But there was also the moment that fate, faith, and talent assembled in a perfect storm
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that lead to the roles of a lifetime, both professionally and personally. Sunshine Girl is an accomplished coming of age
story that oﬀers readers a rich sense of relatability as well as the intimate details of a life unimagined"--

STRENGTHENING FORENSIC SCIENCE IN THE UNITED STATES
A PATH FORWARD
National Academies Press Scores of talented and dedicated people serve the forensic science community, performing
vitally important work. However, they are often constrained by lack of adequate resources, sound policies, and
national support. It is clear that change and advancements, both systematic and scientiﬁc, are needed in a number of
forensic science disciplines to ensure the reliability of work, establish enforceable standards, and promote best
practices with consistent application. Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward provides a
detailed plan for addressing these needs and suggests the creation of a new government entity, the National Institute
of Forensic Science, to establish and enforce standards within the forensic science community. The beneﬁts of
improving and regulating the forensic science disciplines are clear: assisting law enforcement oﬃcials, enhancing
homeland security, and reducing the risk of wrongful conviction and exoneration. Strengthening Forensic Science in
the United States gives a full account of what is needed to advance the forensic science disciplines, including
upgrading of systems and organizational structures, better training, widespread adoption of uniform and enforceable
best practices, and mandatory certiﬁcation and accreditation programs. While this book provides an essential call-toaction for congress and policy makers, it also serves as a vital tool for law enforcement agencies, criminal prosecutors
and attorneys, and forensic science educators.

SOPHIE'S WORLD
A NOVEL ABOUT THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY
Farrar, Straus and Giroux One day Sophie comes home from school to ﬁnd two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and
"Where does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious
philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete and
entertaining history of philosophy.
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THE LOCAL ECONOMY SOLUTION
HOW INNOVATIVE, SELF-FINANCING "POLLINATOR" ENTERPRISES CAN GROW JOBS AND PROSPERITY
Chelsea Green Publishing Reinventing economic development as if small business mattered In cities and towns across the
nation, economic development is at a crossroads. A growing body of evidence has proven that its current
cornerstone—incentives to attract and retain large, globally mobile businesses—is a dead end. Even those programs
that focus on local business, through buy-local initiatives, for example, depend on ongoing support from government
or philanthropy. The entire practice of economic development has become ineﬀective and unaﬀordable and is in need
of a makeover. The Local Economy Solution suggests an alternative approach in which states and cities nurture a new
generation of special kinds of businesses that help local businesses grow. These cutting-edge companies, which
Shuman calls “pollinator businesses,” are creating jobs and the conditions for future economic growth, and doing so in
self-ﬁnancing ways. Pollinator businesses are especially important to communities that are struggling to lift
themselves up in a period of economic austerity, when municipal budgets are being slashed. They also promote locally
owned businesses that increase local self-reliance and evince high labor and environmental standards. The book
includes nearly two dozen case studies of successful pollinator businesses that are creatively facilitating business and
neighborhood improvements, entrepreneurship, local purchasing, local investing, and proﬁtable business partnerships.
Examples include Main Street Genome (which provides invaluable data to improve local business performance),
Supportland (which is developing a powerful loyalty card for local businesses), and Fledge (a business accelerator that
ﬁnances itself through royalty payments). It also shows how the right kinds of public policy can encourage the spread
of pollinator businesses at virtually no cost.

A REALLY GOOD DAY
HOW MICRODOSING MADE A MEGA DIFFERENCE IN MY MOOD, MY MARRIAGE, AND MY LIFE
Anchor The true story of how a renowned writer’s struggle with mood storms led her to try a remedy as drastic as it is
forbidden: microdoses of LSD. Her revealing, fascinating journey provides a window into one family and the complex
world of a once-infamous drug seen through new eyes. When a small vial arrives in her mailbox from "Lewis Carroll,"
Ayelet Waldman is at a low point. Her moods have become intolerably severe; she has tried nearly every medication
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possible; her husband and children are suﬀering with her. So she opens the vial, places two drops on her tongue, and
joins the ranks of an underground but increasingly vocal group of scientists and civilians successfully using therapeutic
microdoses of LSD. As Waldman charts her experience over the course of a month--bursts of productivity, sleepless
nights, a newfound sense of equanimity--she also explores the history and mythology of LSD, the cutting-edge
research into the drug, and the byzantine policies that control it. Drawing on her experience as a federal public
defender, and as the mother of teenagers, and her research into the therapeutic value of psychedelics, Waldman has
produced a book that is eye-opening, often hilarious, and utterly enthralling.

THE MILK LADY OF BANGALORE
AN UNEXPECTED ADVENTURE
Algonquin Books The elevator door opens. A cow stands inside, angled diagonally to ﬁt. It doesn’t look uncomfortable,
merely impatient. “It is for the housewarming ceremony on the third ﬂoor,” explains the woman who stands behind the
cow, holding it loosely with a rope. She has the sheepish look of a person caught in a strange situation who is trying to
act as normal as possible. She introduces herself as Sarala and smiles reassuringly. The door closes. I shake my head
and suppress a grin. It is good to be back. When Shoba Narayan—who has just returned to India with her husband and
two daughters after years in the United States—asks whether said cow might bless her apartment next, it is the
beginning of a beautiful friendship between our author and Sarala, who also sells fresh milk right across the street
from that thoroughly modern apartment building. The two women connect over not only cows but also family, food,
and life. When Shoba agrees to buy Sarala a new cow, they set oﬀ looking for just the right heifer, and what was at
ﬁrst a simple economic transaction becomes something much deeper, though never without a hint of slapstick. The
Milk Lady of Bangalore immerses us in the culture, customs, myths, religion, sights, and sounds of a city in which the
twenty-ﬁrst century and the ancient past coexist like nowhere else in the world. It’s a true story of bridging divides, of
understanding other ways of looking at the world, and of human connections and animal connections, and it’s an
irresistible adventure of two strong women and the animals they love.

THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY
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A NOVEL
Penguin #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A TODAY Show Read with Jenna Book Club Pick A New York Times Notable
Book, and Chosen by Oprah Daily, Time, NPR, The Washington Post and Barack Obama as a Best Book of the Year
“Wise and wildly entertaining . . . permeated with light, wit, youth.” —The New York Times Book Review “A classic that
we will read for years to come.” —Jenna Bush Hager, Read with Jenna book club “A real joyride . . . elegantly
constructed and compulsively readable.” – NPR The bestselling author of A Gentleman in Moscow and Rules of Civility
and master of absorbing, sophisticated ﬁction returns with a stylish and propulsive novel set in 1950s America In June,
1954, eighteen-year-old Emmett Watson is driven home to Nebraska by the warden of the juvenile work farm where he
has just served ﬁfteen months for involuntary manslaughter. His mother long gone, his father recently deceased, and
the family farm foreclosed upon by the bank, Emmett's intention is to pick up his eight-year-old brother, Billy, and
head to California where they can start their lives anew. But when the warden drives away, Emmett discovers that two
friends from the work farm have hidden themselves in the trunk of the warden's car. Together, they have hatched an
altogether diﬀerent plan for Emmett's future, one that will take them all on a fateful journey in the opposite
direction—to the City of New York. Spanning just ten days and told from multiple points of view, Towles's third novel
will satisfy fans of his multi-layered literary styling while providing them an array of new and richly imagined settings,
characters, and themes.

THE KILTED COWBOY
Createspace Independent Pub The Kilted Cowboy is a romantic drama with bite, set in the modern era. When a rich Texan
Rancher Daniel Delaque, comes to Scotland on a roots holiday he once promised his late wife, he meets and falls in
love with a beautiful Scots widow Jean McGregor. Romance blossoms and she elopes with him back to the USA. After a
whirlwind romance they get married in Las Vegas in the Elvis chapel. There is only one ﬂy in this particular ointment.
Mike McGregor joined the British Army when he was 16 following in his father's footsteps. At the age of 20, a few
weeks from returning from his second tour in Afghanistan Mike is wounded in a road side ambush. He returns home to
Scotland to discover the secret his family have been desperately trying to keep from him. After a few days at home
and after receiving a medal from the Queens hand for his bravery during the ambush, Mike ﬁnds himself back on a
plane and heading for the wild lands of Texas and an unexpected adventure. With handsome cowboys, beautiful
women, romance, Red Indians, Cattle rustling, rodeos, drug dealers and murder, the citizens of Helltown are in for a
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rude awakening when Mike McGregor rides into town. The picture postcard cowboys from the Double D are in for a
shock when the hard talking hard ﬁghting Scottish Soldier walks into their bunkhouse.

THE BILLIONAIRE'S WAKE-UP-CALL GIRL
A SEXY ENEMIES-TO-LOVERS ROMANTIC COMEDY
Annika Martin

ALL BOYS AREN'T BLUE
A MEMOIR-MANIFESTO
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR) *An Amazon Best Book of the Year optioned for television by Gabrielle Union!* In a series
of personal essays, prominent journalist and LGBTQIA+ activist George M. Johnson explores his childhood,
adolescence, and college years in New Jersey and Virginia. From the memories of getting his teeth kicked out by
bullies at age ﬁve, to ﬂea marketing with his loving grandmother, to his ﬁrst sexual relationships, this young-adult
memoir weaves together the trials and triumphs faced by Black queer boys. Both a primer for teens eager to be allies
as well as a reassuring testimony for young queer men of color, All Boys Aren't Blue covers topics such as gender
identity, toxic masculinity, brotherhood, family, structural marginalization, consent, and Black joy. Johnson's
emotionally frank style of writing will appeal directly to young adults.

THE OVERSTORY: A NOVEL
W. W. Norton & Company Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in Fiction Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize New York Times
Bestseller A New York Times Notable Book and a Washington Post, Time, Oprah Magazine, Newsweek, Chicago Tribune,
and Kirkus Reviews Best Book of 2018 "The best novel ever written about trees, and really just one of the best novels,
period." —Ann Patchett The Overstory, winner of the 2019 Pulitzer Prize in Fiction, is a sweeping, impassioned work of
activism and resistance that is also a stunning evocation of—and paean to—the natural world. From the roots to the
crown and back to the seeds, Richard Powers’s twelfth novel unfolds in concentric rings of interlocking fables that
range from antebellum New York to the late twentieth-century Timber Wars of the Paciﬁc Northwest and beyond.
There is a world alongside ours—vast, slow, interconnected, resourceful, magniﬁcently inventive, and almost invisible
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to us. This is the story of a handful of people who learn how to see that world and who are drawn up into its unfolding
catastrophe.

THE HOBBIT
OR THERE AND BACK AGAIN
Turtleback The fantasy adventures of a hobbit serve as the prequel to The Lord Of The Rings trilogy.

FIVE YEARS, ELEVEN MONTHS AND A LIFETIME OF UNEXPECTED LOVE
A MEMOIR
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform An American photojournalist, disillusioned by the pressures and mindlessness
of Western education and consumerism, journeys with a friend to the East looking for fun and adventure. In India she
unexpectedly ﬁnds truth and knowledge beyond the intellect, beauty and hope beyond the mundane. Slowly,
unexpected love softens her skepticism. Her life is never the same.

PERFECT
A NOVEL
Random House A spellbinding novel that will resonate with readers of Mark Haddon, Louise Erdrich, and John Irving,
Perfect tells the story of a young boy who is thrown into the murky, diﬃcult realities of the adult world with farreaching consequences. Byron Hemmings wakes to a morning that looks like any other: his school uniform draped over
his wooden desk chair, his sister arguing over the breakfast cereal, the click of his mother’s heels as she crosses the
kitchen. But when the three of them leave home, driving into a dense summer fog, the morning takes an unmistakable
turn. In one terrible moment, something happens, something completely unexpected and at odds with life as Byron
understands it. While his mother seems not to have noticed, eleven-year-old Byron understands that from now on
nothing can be the same. What happened and who is to blame? Over the days and weeks that follow, Byron’s perfect
world is shattered. Unable to trust his parents, he conﬁdes in his best friend, James, and together they concoct a plan.
. . . As she did in her debut, The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry, Rachel Joyce has imagined bewitching characters
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who ﬁnd their ordinary lives unexpectedly thrown into chaos, who learn that there are times when children must
become parents to their parents, and who discover that in confronting the hard truths about their pasts, they will
forge unexpected relationships that have profound and surprising impacts. Brimming with love, forgiveness, and
redemption, Perfect will cement Rachel Joyce’s reputation as one of ﬁction’s brightest talents. Praise for Perfect
“Touching, eccentric . . . Joyce does an inviting job of setting up these mysterious circumstances, and of drawing
Byron’s magical closeness with Diana.”—Janet Maslin, The New York Times “Haunting . . . compelling.”—Minneapolis
Star Tribune “[Joyce] triumphantly returns with Perfect. . . . As Joyce probes the souls of Diana, Byron and Jim, she
reveals—slowly and deliberately, as if peeling back a delicate onion skin—the connection between the two stories,
creating a poignant, searching tale.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “Perfect touches on class, mental illness, and the ways a
psyche is formed or broken. It has the tenor of a horror ﬁlm, and yet at the end, in some kind of contortionist trick, the
narrative unfolds into an unexpected burst of redemption. [Verdict:] Buy It.”—New York “Joyce’s dark, quiet follow-up
to her successful debut, The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry, could easily become a book club favorite. . . . Perfect is
the kind of book that blossoms under thoughtful examination, its slow tendencies redeemed by moments of loveliness
and insight. However sad, Joyce’s messages—about the limitations of time and control, the failures of adults and the
fears of children, and our responsibility for our own imprisonment and freedom—have a gentle ring of truth to
them.”—The Washington Post “There is a poignancy to Joyce’s narrative that makes for her most memorable
writing.”—NPR’s All Things Considered

HIROSHIMA
Vintage "A new edition with a ﬁnal chapter written forty years after the explosion."
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